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0. Introduction 

Kushim Jiang submits documents for encoding the Tai Don or Tai Khao script to UCS and Unicode. (L2/20-

207, L2/22-098) In fact, there are several scripts used for Tai/Dai languages in China. This one is related to 

the encoded Tai Viet script according to the introductions and analyses by Kushim and Jim Brase. So, the main 

issue is if it’s suitable to encode Tai Don or Tai Khao script in a separate block. 

According to an old Vietnamese document named Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất (榜𫳘傣各塳𡝕

𫳘統一, Character table of Tai spoken area and the Unified Tai character). It looks the document was published 

by Ta y Ba c Autonomous Region (Khu tự  tri  Ta y Ba c/區自治西北), and this region includes current Lai Chau 

Province (Tỉ nh Lai Cha u/省莱州), Son La Province (Tỉ nh Sơn La/省山羅), some part of Yen Bai Province (Tỉ nh 

Ye n Ba i/省安沛) and so on. The table shows five kinds of letterforms and the Unified Tai letterforms, which 

includes the letterforms from Tha i Đen, Mựơ ng Lay, Phong Tho , Phu  Ye n and Mo  c Cha u. Phong Tho  is a county 

under Lai Chau now. Please see Appendix A in this document. 

Mr. Vie  t and Jim submitted L2/06-041 for encoding the Unified Tai script, and Jim submitted L2/07-039R and 

WG2 N3220 (L2/07-099). The Tai Viet script was adopted as TCVN 8271-6:2010 “Information Technology - 

Encoded Character Set - Part 6: Tai Viet Script”. The current Tai Viet script is suitable to write Vietnamese Tai 

Dam and Tai Don languages. 

Now the Tai people in Vie  t Nam uses the Tai Viet script and the Lattin script to write their languages at the 

same time. I find two Romanization methods on it. The Tai Don or Tai Khao script is used in Jinping County, 

Yunnan Province, PRC commonly. Please click here. 

 

1. Mapping 

Kushim kindly provides a mapping table between Tai Don or Tai Khao and Tai Viet in Section 3 in L2/22-098. 

Almost all the table is credible and acceptable, but there are some issues I need to mention here. 

 

1.1. HIGH XO (0xXX0A) and HIGH KHO (0xXX0C) 

0xXX0A q glyph looks very different from U+AA84 ꪄ glyph, but Vie  t Nam had unified them in 1955 according 

to Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất. 

 

https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20207-tai-khao.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20207-tai-khao.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22098-tai-don.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2006/06041-unified-tai.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2007/07039r-tay-viet.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/wg2/docs/n3220.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2007/07099-n3220.pdf
https://www.ynmyw.cn/T/1/Info_Detail.aspx?int_InfoID=1401
rick
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Fig. 1.1 Entry 25 of the consonants list in Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất 

For 0xXX0C k and U+AA82 ꪂ, Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất didn’t provide more useful 

information, but we can know the main body of 0xXX0C k is related to 0xXX0A q, and the main body of 

U+AA82 ꪂ is also related to U+AA84 ꪄ. 
 

1.2. LOW XO (0xXX0B) 

I need to mention one related issue first. The current code chart includes U+AA86 ꪆ, U+AA87 ꪇ, U+AAA6 ꪦ, 
and U+AAA7 ꪧ, but they are not used in the common words in the Vietnamese Tai textbook, and I can’t find 

the similar letters in Tai Tam and New Tai Lue scripts. Are they only used for the loanword? The following 

table shows the glyphs for these four code points in L2/06-041, current code chart, the font Oswald, the font 

Tai Heritage Pro and the font Noto Sans Tai Viet. Oswald is a common font used by the Tai people in Vie  t Nam 

(I guess Oswald here means the Tai people in Vie  t Nam developed a new font for Tai Viet script, not the font 

designed by Vernon Adams); Tai Heritage Pro is developed by SIL and encapsulated by Graphite; Noto Sans 

Tai Viet is a part of the great Noto project, which the font is designed by Monotype. 

Table 1.2.1 Glyph comparison 

 Submitted Current Oswald SIL Noto 

U+AA86 

     

U+AA87 

    
 

U+AAA6 
     

U+AAA7 
 

    

It looks the submitted U+AA86 and U+AA87 glyphs are derived from U+0047 G, the ones in the current code 

chart and Tai Heritage Pro and Noto Sans Tai Viet are derived from U+0067 g, U+AA86 in Oswald is the same 

as U+AA85 in Phong Tho  (please see Fig. 1.2), U+AA87 in Oswald is derived from U+AA85 ꪅ. 
If the glyphs for U+AA86 and U+AA87 could be confirmed by the Tai people in Vie  t Nam, is it better to map 

0xXX0B Q to U+AA86? For overall consideration, 0xXX0B Q glyph is unified to U+AA85 in 1955, so it is also 

acceptable for the current mapping. 

 

Fig. 1.2 Entry 26 of the consonants list in Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất 

https://fonts.adobe.com/designers/vernon-adams
https://www.monotype.com/
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For U+AAA6 and U+AAA7, it looks the submitted glyphs are derived from U+0053 S or U+0073 s, and the ones 

in current code chart, Oswald, Tai Heritage Pro and Noto Sans Tai Viet are derived from U+0052 R. This pair 

is not used in Jinping at all. 

Please also see Appendix B. 

 

1.3. HIGH HO (0xXX0E) and related letters 

In Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất, U+AAAC ꪬ glyph is common in Vie  t Nam, but it’s a pair with 

U+AAAD ꪭ. 0xXX0E h and 0xXX0F H are also a pair, and 0xXX0F H is used in Phong Tho  and unified to 

U+AAAD ꪭ in 1955. The current mapping for 0xXX0E is acceptable. 

 

Fig 1.3.1 Entries 23 & 24 of the consonants list in Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất 

The Tai textbook used in Jinping shows a picture on the relationship among HIGH HO h (0xXX0E) and HIGH 

NGO x (0xXX24), HIGH YO y (0xXX28), HIGH NO n (0xXX1E), HIGH MO m (0xXX20), HIGH LO r (0xXX22), 

HIGH VO v (0xXX26), HIGH NYO { (0xXX2A). Please see Fig. 1.3.2. 

 

Fig. 1.3.2 HIGH HO and related letters 

Zous.N<Du.NN., Lesson 3 

This relationship is also appropriate for Tai Viet script, so the mappings for the above ones are acceptable. 

 

1.4. VOWEL AU (0xXX3A) 

Tai Viet script uses a visual model, so 3 vowel letters are not encoded separately in the code chart. Please see 

Fig. 1.4.1. 
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Fig.1.4.1 May kê, May cơ & May cau in Tai Viet script 

ꪬꪱꪀ ꪵꪮꪚ ꪎꪳ ꪼꪕ - ꪵꪮꪚ ꪵꪔ꫁ꪣ, p. 14 

For May ke , the sequence should be <U+AAB9, …, U+AAB8>; for May cơ, the sequence should be <U+AAB9, …, 

U+AAB7>; for May cau, the sequence should be <U+AAB9, …, U+AAB1>. Oswald added May ke  and May cơ as 

U+AAC3 and U+AAC4. 

VOWEL AU z◌z (0xXX3A) should correspond to May cau not only U+AAB9 ꪹ. However, if Tai Don or Tai Khao 
uses the visual model and unified to Tai Viet, the sequence should be <U+AAB9, …, U+AAB9>. 

 

2. Syllable Structure 

Kushim proposed the syllable structure as C[P]VT. Jim said “we did not include any rule of this nature in Tai 

Viet, but we could have. In hand written text, which served as a model for SIL's Tai Heritage font, there is great 

variation in where combining vowels are placed.” in his feedback. 

In the real running text for Tai Don or Tai Khao in Jinping, the position of the upper and bottom combining 

marks are not stable. For example, gM} and g}M both means the same value. 

 

Fig. 2.1 gM} 

Zous.N<Du.NN., Lesson 1 

 

Fig. 2.2 g}M 

Zous.N<Du.NN., Lesson 1 
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We can meet the same situation at the Tai Viet running text as well. Please also see Fig. 3.1 and 3.2. 

In general, there is no consonant clusters in the current Jinping Dai language, so if two consonant letters 

appear side by side, the first one means the initial consonant and the last one means the final consonant. The 

vowel combining marks and the tone combining marks are placed in which consonant or right-hand side 

vowel, and the actual value is still clear for the readers. 

Prof. Dao Jie and her colleagues pointed out the labialization syllables used in Jinping Dai language, so the 

syllable structure for the language level should be C[C]V[C] not CV[C]. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Labialization syllables in Jinping Dai language 

刀洁, 周焱, 王玉清: 《云南金平傣文语音的规范化问题》 

In the paper, Prof. Dao didn’t mention the labialization syllable with other vowels. I find the following 

examples in ꪬꪱꪀ ꪵꪮꪚ ꪎꪳ ꪼꪕ - ꪵꪮꪚ ꪵꪔ꫁ꪣ which is a Vietnamese Tai language textbook. They are ꪀ꪿ꪫꪥꪲ, ꪵꪁꪫꪥ, ꪵꪁ꪿ꪫꪥ, 
ꪭ꫁ꪫꪥ and ꪀ꪿ꪫꪥꪲ. 

 

Fig. 2.4 ꪮ related syllables 

ꪬꪱꪀ ꪵꪮꪚ ꪎꪳ ꪼꪕ - ꪵꪮꪚ ꪵꪔ꫁ꪣ, p. 27 

Jim once mentioned the labialization syllable issue in N3220 as below. 

 

Fig. 2.5 Labialization syllable examples in WG2 N3220 

However, I checked the Tai Viet materials, ꪀꪲꪫ and ꪀꪫꪲ both means /kiw/, /kʷi/ should be ꪀꪲꪫꪥ or ꪀꪫꪥꪲ; ꪵꪀ꫁ꪫ and 
ꪵꪀꪫ꫁ both means /kɛw³/, /kʷɛ³/ should be ꪵꪀ꫁ꪫꪥ and ꪵꪀꪫ꫁ꪥ. The upper or bottom vowels and the tone marks 

do not bear the function of distinguishing syllable elements, which they can drift to different positions. When 

ꪫ is the last one consonant in the syllable, it must be the final consonant not the second consonant of the 

initial consonant cluster. On the other hand, all the materials on the Vietnamese Tai languages and Jinping Dai 

language in my hand show the final part includes at most one consonant. 

In a Tai Viet teaching video, more CCVC syllable examples with the consonant clusters are mentioned, so the 

-C- should not limit to ꪫ. Note that the glyph[s] for the -C- and -C part are still the same as the individual 

consonant glyph. 
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Fig. 2.6 A Tai Viet teaching video 

And then, we need to meet an issue on the left-hand side vowels. In L2/22-098, Kushim proposes them as the 

combining marks. There is no virama used in Tai Don or Tai Khao and Tai Viet, and no medial consonant 

variations for any time. When the vowel is put after the second consonant, the glyph[s] for the vowel and the 

tone mark should be moved to the position before the second consonant, not the head most position of the 

whole cluster. It’s also impossible to encode one other control function character like virama without any 

glyph or variation control in the cluster, that will make the end users confused for the visual spoofing. 

Based on the above understandings, the visual model is the better choice for the Tai Don or Tai Khao and Tai 

Viet encoding. 

On the other hand, we need some rules to make gM} and g}M as the same word for researching. 

 

3. Punctuation 

Kushim proposes 4 MAAI SAM symbols at the same time, and SAH asks why XX5E and XX5F are disunified in 

L2/22-068. 

As Kushim shows, 0xXX5E ` should be mapped to U+AADE ꫞. In fact, there is other one symbol which 

should be mapped to 0xXX5F ~ and Oswald added it to U+AADA . U+AADE ꫞ and U+AADA could be 

used at the beginning of the text. Please see Fig. 3.1. 

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22068-script-adhoc-rept.pdf
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Fig. 3.1 ꪶꪎ꪿ꪉ ꪋꪴ꫁ ꪎꪮꪙ ꪎꪱꪫ, p. 1 

(Notice: The tone mark of the first syllable of the book name is placed at the last consonant in the main text, 

but at the first consonant in the cover, please also see Fig. 3.2.) 

 

Fig. 3.2 Cover of ꪶꪎ꪿ꪉ ꪋꪴ꫁ ꪎꪮꪙ ꪎꪱꪫ 

In Tai Heritage Pro, the second symbol has been unified to U+AADE, and the end user should get it by the 

Graphite feature. Please see Fig. 3.3. 

 

Fig. 3.3 hoia feature in Tai Heritage Pro 

It looks it’s better to encode them separately or add the second one to SVS, because the end users need them 

at the same time in the plain text. 

 

4. Suggestion 

1) Unify the Tai Don or Tai Khao letters to the corresponding letters in the Tai Viet block based on Kushim’s 

mapping suggestions basically, and encode the unmapped letters used in Jinping separately. 

2) Ask China NB to choose the proper script name in China, Tai Don or Tai Khao, and change the Tai Viet block 

name to “Tai Viet and Tai Don” or “Tai Viet and Tai Khao” like what we have done for the Bengali and Assamese 

block. I think Tai Khao will be better for Jinping. 

3) Ask China NB to confirm the character name in Jinping and add the alternate character name as the 

annotations. The Tai Don or Tai Khao teaching video produced by the Jinping County shows the different 

letter names. Please see the video here. 

4) Consider if it’s suitable to use multi-columns form in the Tai Viet block, which is out of the CJKUI blocks. It 

will be very useful to include the Tai Don or Tai Khao glyphs and the Tai Viet glyphs at the same time under 

the unified code points. 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1Pu411r7sr
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Table 4 Possible muti-columns form example 

 C V 

AA84 

q ꪄ  

5) Consider if it’s suitable to add the SVS to U+AADE. 

6) Consider a method on processing the combining marks drift issue. 

7) Mark the Chinese conventions (Jinping) as twh-Tavt-CN, Vietnamese conventions as blt-Tavt-VN or 

twh-Tavt-VN. In an OS which includes the global languages, the languages for China (different dialects and 

minority languages in mainland, Hong Kong SAR, Macao SAR and Taiwan Province included), the glyphs for 

the Tai Viet block should use the Chinese conventions first; and the languages for Vie  t Nam and USA, the 

glyphs should use the Vietnamese conventions first. 
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(End of Document) 
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Appendix A Bảng chữ Thái các vùng và chữ thống nhất 
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Appendix B Tai Viet letters 
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